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Abstract 
 

Carbon nanotubes are molecular-scale tubes of graphitic carbon with outstanding 
mechanical, electrical, chemical and thermal properties. This thesis explains a simple 
process has been developed to synthesize carbon nanotubes from biogas by the 
method of chemical vapor decomposition. In this process, Ni/SiO2 was used as 
catalyst at 5500C temperatures. The biogas was supplied to the reactor for one hour 
continuously. The final sample was investigated by means of scanning electron 
microscope (SEM).  

The role of catalysts particle, reaction temperature and reaction mechanisms of 
methane decomposition in front of carbon dioxide are also discussed. Further, the 
design, material selection, fabrication and modification of the reactor also discussed   
in this thesis.                                              
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 

Carbon nanotubes are molecular-scale tubes of graphitic carbon with outstanding 

mechanical, electrical, chemical and thermal properties. They are among the stiffest 

and strongest fibres known, and have remarkable electronic properties and many 

other unique characteristics. Due to these reasons they have attracted huge academic 

and industrial interest, with thousands of papers on nanotubes being published every 

year. Commercial applications have been rather slow to develop, however, primarily 

because of the high production costs of the best quality nanotubes. 

The objective of this research is to develop a process to synthesize Carbon nanotubes 

from biogas by catalyst decomposition method.  This method is known to be the 

cheapest method to produce carbon nanotubes than other two methods namely Arc 

Discharge and Laser ablation.   

In the development of the process to synthesize carbon nanotubes from biogas, this 

research focuses on the preparation of a catalyst, designing and fabricating of a 

suitable reactor and thus, proceed.  These are very challenging jobs with the currently 

available research facilities in Sri Lanka. 

This chapter gives an introduction about carbon nanotubes and outlines the objectives 

of the research. The second chapter explains the literature survey on related topics 

such as introduction to carbon nanotubes, carbon nanotubes synthesis methods and 

catalyst selection and preparation method. Chapter three outlines the development of 

the process to produce carbon nanotubes by catalytic decomposition and the catalyst 

preparation for the reaction and stipulates the high-level design of the reactor 

equipments and a set up for carbon nanotube synthesis from biogas. The fourth 

chapter is on the evaluation of the process an analysis of observations and results and 

discussion on them. The last chapter concludes the thesis with concluding remarks 

and suggesting future research work.  
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1.1. Background 

1.1.1. Challenges of Producing Carbon Nanotubes and Marketing 

Composite of Carbon Nanotube Material 

At present, however, technical applications of CNT based materials for structures are 

still far away. This is, on the one hand, due to the very high price, particularly for 

SWCNT, which amounts to approximately 500$ (50,100 LKR) per gram, depending 

on the purity and quality of the product. The high price is due to the fact that CNT 

can be produced so far only on a laboratory scale, with quantities up to 100g per day 

through different gas-phase processes (flame synthesis, catalytic CVD, electrical arc 

discharge, laser ablation, etc), and require a complex cleaning procedure. On the 

other hand, problems concerning the transfer of the molecular properties to 

macroscopic materials are also still unsolved, e.g the dispersion of CNT in composite 

matrices or spinning of CNT to macroscopic fibers. 

Before carbon nanotubes can be used in a broad range of applications, it is imperative 

to develop methods that can control the positioning, orientation, chirality, structure, 

and length of the carbon nanotubes. Because of the size of carbon nanotubes, they are 

very difficult to manipulate and orient. Producing carbon nanotubes using chemical 

vapor deposition (CVD) is the best method for controlling the morphology and 

properties, but even this method still requires sorting the nanotubes. Sufficient 

progress has been made in separating nanotubes by size, by using their buoyant 

densities. 

Direct catalytic decomposition of methane at moderate temperature is also 

synthesizing carbon nanotubes. The rate of carbon deposition is controlled by 

isothermal carbon diffusion through the metal particle (Baddour and Cedric Briens,  

2005). The catalyst is deactivated because of the active surface blocking by carbon 

deposits. Therefore avoid this issue and find a processing method with long time 

catalyst lifetime even though carbon is deposited in large quantity is necessary for 

large scale production.     

In the mechanisms of the deactivation of the catalyst for methane decomposition, the 

part of carbon atoms remain on the front surface of the nickel particles, gradually 

developing into graphite sheets. Therefore, the catalyst is rapidly deactivated at a 
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certain carbon yield in the decomposition of pure methane.  This is because of partial 

pressure of hydrogen in the catalyst bed affect the development of graphite sheets. In 

the decomposition of pure methane, the rate of carbon is decreased by gradual 

development of the graphite sheets on the nickel particles. Simultaneously, the partial 

pressure of hydrogen in the catalyst bed is decreased, which diminishes the reaction 

rate of surface carbon species with gas-phase hydrogen molecules thus causing rapid 

deactivation of the catalyst. CH4 is decomposed to carbon species on both Ni particle 

and acid site of the support, CO2 is also activated on both Ni particles and the 

support.  Methane decomposition on Ni particles takes place much faster than 

removal of the carbon species by reaction with surface oxygen species on Ni. 

Compared with pure methane decomposition the time taken is long to deactivate the 

catalyst while using carbon dioxide with methane.   

Effect of carbon dioxide co-feed on decomposition of methane over Ni catalysts is 

studied by Akinori, et al (2005) and he used carbon dioxide and methane as two 

separate supply material in his experiments. But biogas consists of these two 

materials together and composition ratio is approximately 3: 2 for methane to carbon 

dioxide.  

Sri Lanka has higher potential to produce biogas in large scale. Currently, lots of 

plants are operating in small scale to produce biogas. Therefore, biogas is selected in 

this research work to synthesize carbon nanotubes. 

1.2. Objective 

The objective of this research is to develop a process to synthesize carbon nanotubes 

from biogas containing methane and carbon dioxide over a catalyst. 

The research focuses on 

 Preparation of the catalyst   

 Design and fabrication of the equipment for decomposition of methane on 
the catalyst 

 The use of reactor and catalyst to synthesize carbon nanotubes from biogas  

The scope of this research is to find a method to synthesize carbon nanotubes 

and prepare a catalyst for the decomposition of methane using laboratory 

scale experiments. 
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2. LITERATURE SURVEY 

 

In this section, I have described the synthesis methods of carbon nanotubes, catalyst 

material and mechanisms of carbon nanotubes formation.  It is obvious from the 

literature, that these experiments and results have proved their performance in the 

researches of similar problems.  

As a fast evolving research topic in the nano technology field, there are number of 

research works done on synthesizing carbon nanotubes using various materials, 

methods and techniques.  

2.1. Introduction to Carbon Nanotubes (CNTs) 
 

Carbon has various elemental structures. The arrangement of carbon atoms in each 

crystal is the fundamental difference between the various structures. The three most 

important carbon structures are cubic diamond, fullerene (C60) and hexagonal 

graphite (Baddour and Breiens, 2005 cited in Vohler et al., 2002).  

 

Diamond is a stable form of carbon and can be synthesized from graphite at high 

temperatures and pressures (Baddour and Breiens, 2005 cited in Bundy, 1963). 

Diamond can also be produced at low pressures by chemical vapor deposition (CVD) 

(Baddour and Breiens, 2005 cited in DeVries, 1987; Angus and Hayman, 1988; 

Spear, 1989; Celii and Butler, 1991; Clausing et al., 1990; Spear and Frenklach, 

1994; Liu and Dandy, 1995). The hybridization corresponding to diamond is sp3. 

Diamond’s four sp3 ‘s bonds result in a rigid and isotropic structure (Baddour and 

Breiens, 2005 cited in Vohler et al., 2002). 

 

Graphite is the most stable form of carbon at room temperature and atmospheric 

pressure. Graphite is characterized by double bonds between sp2 hybridized carbon 

atoms (Baddour and Breiens, 2005 cited in Vohler et al., 2002). Derivates of graphite 

include cokes, carbon fibers, pyrocarbons and carbon blacks. 
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Fullerene, discovered by Kroto et al., (1985)  was the first discovered form of carbon 

that had a cage like structure. The main derivatives of fullerene include bucky onions 

and nanotubes. Krätschmer et al. (1990) discovered the bulk production of fullerenes. 

 

A year after the discovery of the fullerene bulk production (Baddour and Breiens, 

2005 cited in Krätschmer et al., 1990), Iijima (1991) first observed tubular carbon 

structures in 1991. These structures were produced using an arc-discharge 

evaporation technique, which is similar to the one used for fullerene synthesis. These 

tubular structures, referred to as multi-walled carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs), 

consisted of coaxial tubes of graphite sheets of 1 μm in length and 4 to 30 nm in 

diameter.  

2.1.1. Structure of CNTs 
 
CNTs are sheets of graphite rolled into tubes and have excellent properties due to 

their symmetric structure. The two limiting cases, the armchair and zig-zag 

nanotubes, can be obtained depending on the direction in which the graphite sheet is 

rolled, as illustrated in Figures 1 and 2. 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1 Schematic diagram showing how a sheet of graphite is rolled to form 
a nanotube (Thostenson et al, 2001) 
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The structure of a nanotube is described by the chiral vector (Ch), which is often 

referred to as the rolled-up vector, and the chiral angle (C). The chiral vector (n, m) is 

defined by the following equation: 

21 manaCh +=  

If the graphite sheet is rolled in the a1 direction, then a zig-zag nanotube will be 

obtained (Figure 3b). A rolled graphite sheet in the chiral vector (Ch) direction 

results in an armchair nanotube (Figure 3a). These two structures are the limiting 

cases which occur at chiral angles of 0o (zig-zag) and 30o (armchair). The chiral 

vector of the zig-zag nanotube is (n, 0) while the chiral vector of the armchair 

nanotube is (n, n) (Baddour and Breiens, 2005 cited in Thostenson et al, 2001). 

 

CNTs can either be single-walled (SWCNTs) or multi-walled carbon nanotubes 

(MWCNTs), where MWCNTs are made of concentric SWCNTs.A SWCNT can be 

classified as either metallic or semi-conducting based on its chiral vector (n, m). 

ASWCNT will be metallic if the difference n-m is a multiple of three and semi-

conducting if n-m is not a multiple of three (Baddour and Breiens, 2005 cited in  Li 

et al., 1996; Satishkumar et al., 1998). Unlike MWCNTs, the atoms of SWCNTs 

form a single covalently bound array. Consequently, SWCNTs have more distinctive 

electrical and optical properties when compared to MWCNTs and are typically used 

in electronic components (Baddour and Breiens, 2005 cited in Kong et al., 1998; Fan 

et al., 2000). 

 

 

Figure 2 Atomic structure of (a) an armchair and (b) a zig-
zag nanotube - (Thostenson et al, 2001) 
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2.1.2. Properties of CNTs 
 

The various properties of carbon nanotubes result directly from their structural 

affiliation to graphite. A very recent comprehensive review of properties and 

applications of carbon nanotubes can be found in Popov (2004, cited in Baddour and 

Breiens, 2005). 

2.1.2.1. Mechanical properties 
Many studies have been performed on the mechanical properties of CNTs (Baddour 

and Breiens, 2005 cited in Robertson et al., 1992; Treacy et al.,1996; Yakobson et al., 

1996; Cornwall and Wille, 1997; Lu, 1997; Wong et al., 1997; Hernandez et al., 

1998;Krishnan et al., 1998; Yu et al., 2000). Due to the carbon-carbon sp2 bonds, it 

is expected that CNTs have high stiffness and axial strength (Robertson et al., 1992; 

Popov, 2004). The study of the elastic response, yield strength and fracture of CNTs 

is important with regards to the applications of CNTs (Baddour and Breiens, 2005 

cited in Popov, 2004). 

 

Treacy et al. (1996, cited in Baddour and Breiens, 2005) studied the linear elastic 

properties of isolated MWCNTs. They measured the amplitude of the natural thermal 

vibrations of the CNTs in a transmission electron microscope and then assumed the 

nanotubes to be equivalent to hollow cylindrical cantilevers to estimate the Young’s 

modulus. The average value of the Young’s modulus was found to be 1.8 TPa. This 

method has many disadvantages including the fact that the nanotubes themselves are 

not strained. Additionally, the method was poor in precision since the lengths of the 

nanotubes were estimated. This same technique was used by Krishnan et al. (1998) to 

obtain an average Young’s modulus of 1.25 TPa for isolated SWCNTs. 

 

2.1.2.2. Electrical properties 
There has been a large amount of research done on the electrical properties of CNTs 

(Baddour and Breiens, 2005 cited in Dunlap, 1992; Voit, 1995; Daiet al., 1996; 

Ebbesen et al., 1996; Langer et al., 1996; Saito et al., 1996; Bockrath et al., 1997; 

Fischer et al., 1997;Kane et al., 1997; Tans et al., 1997; Martel et al., 1998; Tans et 

al., 1998; Bockrath et al., 1999; Yao et al., 2000;Postma et al., 2001) since there is an 

interest in using CNTs in nano-scale electronic devices. Depending on their structure, 
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CNTs can be almost perfect one-dimensional conductors in which various 

phenomena have been observed at low temperatures (Baddour and Breiens, 2005 

cited in Popov, 2004): 

• Single electron charging 

• Resonant tunneling through discrete energy levels 

• Proximity-induced superconductivity 

 

At high temperatures, CNTs behave as a one-dimensional Luttinger liquid (a liquid 

where the energy state of its electrons is strongly affected by weak Coulomb 

interactions) (Baddour and Breiens, 2005 cited in Popov, 2004). 

Since the electrical properties of CNTs are dependent on the tube structure, CNTs 

can be used as junctions between metal-semiconductor, semiconductor-

semiconductor and metal-metal (Baddour and Breiens, 2005 cited in Popov, 2004). 

There are three types of CNT junctions which can be achieved: on-tube, Y and 

crossed junctions. An on-tube junction can be attained by joining two tubes of 

different chirality (Baddour and Breiens, 2005 cited in Dunlap, 1992) or by chemical 

doping nanotube segments (Zhou et al., 2000). 

 

Y and crossed junctions are constructed from Y-branched CNTs (Papapdopulos et 

al., 2000) and crossed CNTs (Baddour and Breiens, 2005 cited in Fuhrer et al., 

2000). These various CNT junctions can be used to build parts of nano-scale devices. 

 

2.1.3. Applications of CNTs  
 
Since their initial discovery in 1991 by Iijima, CNTs have generated much interest 

for their unique properties and possible applications. CNTs are a promising material 

for: field emitters (Baddour and Breiens, 2005 cited in Zhu et al., 1999), molecular 

electronics (Baddour and Breiens, 2005 cited in Bachtold et al., 2001), strength 

enhancing filler materials (Baddour and Breiens, 2005 cited in Frankland et al., 

2002), hydrogen storage (Baddour and Breiens, 2005 cited in LamariDarkrim et al., 

2001; Dillon and Heben, 2001; Poirier et al., 2004), molecular sieves (Baddour and 

Breiens, 2005 cited in Wang et al., 1999) and heat transfer (e.g. for cooling) 

(Baddour and Breiens, 2005 cited in Hone et al. 1999; Osman et al., 2001; Xie et al., 

2003; Zhang et al., 2004). It should be noted that CNT applications are evolving and 
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new applications are continuously investigated. Examples of specific applications 

include: 

 

Flat panel displays – Nano-Proprietary Inc. (USA) developed a prototype single-

walled carbon nanotube flat panel display with a thickness of only 2 mm. Carbon 

nanotube displays will eventually replace the current plasma and liquid crystal 

displays, which are currently on the market. It is anticipated that the carbon nanotube 

technology will reduce the price of big screen televisions (Dvorak, 2003).  

 

Light emitter – IBM (USA) researchers recently developed a light emitter from a 

single carbon nanotube. Light, with a wavelength of approximately 1.5 × 10-6 m, can 

be generated when positive and negative charges meet at the center of a single-walled 

nanotube. This wavelength of light is common in current optical-communications 

systems (Baddour and Breiens, 2005 cited in Miller, 2003). 

 

Composite materials – Zyvex Corp. and NASA (USA) developed ultra high strength, 

low weight composites for aerospace applications. These composites contain carbon 

nanotube (SW and MW) reinforcements (Baddour and Breiens, 2005 cited in 

Stewart, 2004). 

 

Bone grafts – Researchers at the University of California, Riverside (USA), have 

found that single-walled carbon nanotubes could be used as an artificial scaffold for 

the growth of bone tissue. Carbon nanotubes are found to be ideal for this application 

as they have a high strength, high flexibility and are of low density. In the future, 

doctors could treat broken bones by injecting a nanotube solution into the fracture to 

enhance the healing process. (Baddour and Breiens, 2005 cited in Health Insurance 

Law Weekly editors, 2005). 

 

Coatings – The Sources, Detectors and Displays Group of the National Institute of 

Standards and Technology (USA) found that SWCNTs and MWCNTs could be used 

as absorber coatings for thermal detectors. These CNT coatings will enhance the 

performance of thermal detectors, which are used for high accuracy optical and 

thermal radiometry (Baddour and Breiens, 2005 cited in Lehman and Dillon, 2005). 
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2.2. Synthesis Methods of CNTs 
 

There are three methods to synthesize CNTs.:- They are arc-discharge, laser-ablation 

and catalytic. The first CNTs were produced by accident from the arc-discharge 

technique by Iijima (1991) who was using the method to produce fullerenes. 
 

2.2.1. Arc-discharge 
 
Arc-discharge is the easiest and most common method of producing CNTs. This 

technique involves the growth of CNTs on carbon (graphite) electrodes during the 

direct current (dc) arc-discharge evaporation of carbon in the presence of an inert gas 

such as helium or argon (Baddour and Breiens, 2005 cited in Popov, 2004). Figure 3 

illustrates the arc-discharge scheme. 

 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The anode is moved towards the cathode until they are less than 1 mm apart and a 

current of 100 A passes through the electrodes, creating a plasma between them. The 

temperature of this plasma typically reaches temperatures of 4000 K. At this 

temperature, the carbon on the anode is vaporized and deposits onto the cathode. It 

should be noted that the diameter of the anode is usually smaller than the diameter of 

the cathode and both electrodes are water-cooled. Also, the anode must be 

continuously moved to ensure a constant distance between the electrodes. Two kinds 

of synthesis can be achieved by the arc-discharge method: with or without catalyst to 

produce MWCNTs and SWCNTs, respectively (Baddour and Breiens, 2005 cited in 

Journet and Bernler, 1998). 

 

Figure 3 Arc – discharge setup (adapted from Popov (2004)) 
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The production of MWCNTs by the arc discharge technique is straight forward since 

multi-walled tubes will always be formed when using two graphite electrodes. 

However, many side products are also formed, such as fullerenes, amorphous carbon 

and graphite sheets. Nanotube yields can therefore be limited and it has been found 

that high yield nanotube production is dependent on the uniformity of the plasma arc 

and the temperature of the deposit form on the carbon electrode (Baddour and 

Breiens, 2005 cited in Ebbesen and Ajayan, 1992). 

 

In addition, product recovery and purification from the arc-discharge technique is 

laborious. The nanotubes themselves may contain defects and lose structure as a 

result of the purification process (Baddour and Breiens, 2005 cited in Iijima, 1991; 

Ebbesen andAjayan, 1992; Jung et al., 2003). The arc discharge method has to date 

be limited to lab-scale production. However, new studies presented by authors such 

as Jung et al. (2003 cited in Baddour and Breiens, 2005) are promising for scale-up 

purposes. 

  

With respect to the synthesis of SWCNTs, it can be observed that the conditions and 

catalyst chosen are critical. Many mixtures of metals were tested by various authors 

(Bethune et al., 1993; Iijima and Ichihashi, 1993;Journet et al., 1997; Journet and 

Bernler, 1998 cited in Baddour and Breiens, 2005) and the results obtain in each 

study vary and greatly depend on the experimental conditions. 

 

The arc-discharge method is the simplest and most common method used to 

synthesize CNTs. However, separation is required to recover the CNTs from the 

crude product containing soot, catalytic metals, and various side products. 

 

2.2.2. Laser-ablation 
 
Guo et al. (1995 cited in Baddour and Breiens, 2005) were the first to synthesize 

CNTs by the laser-ablation method. More specifically, SWCNTs were synthesized 

by the laser vaporization of a mixture of carbon (graphite) and transition metals 

located on a target. The apparatus used by Guo et al. (1995 cited in Baddour and 

Breiens, 2005) is illustrated in Figure 4. 
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In a 1200oC furnace, a pulsed (Baddour and Breiens, 2005 cited in Yudasaka et al., 

1999; Eklund et al., 2002) or a continuous (Baddour and Breiens, 2005 cited in 

Maser et al.,1998; Bolshakov et al., 2002) laser is used to vaporize a target consisting 

of a mixture of graphite and metal catalysts, such as cobalt or nickel, in the presence 

of 500 Torr (67 kPa) helium or argon gas. Scott et al. (2001) then propose the 

following mechanism: as the target is vaporized, a cloud of C3, C2, C and catalyst 

vapors is formed rapidly. As the cloud cools, the carbon species with a small 

molecular weight then combine to form larger molecules. The vaporized catalysts 

condense slowly and adhere to carbon clusters to prevent their closing into cage 

structures. The growth of these molecules continues to form SWCNTs until either the 

catalyst clusters are too large or until the conditions have cooled (Baddour and 

Breiens, 2005 cited in Scott et al., 2001). 
 
From the many studies completed by various authors, it can be concluded that the 

advantages of the laser ablation method are relatively high purity SWCNTs 

synthesized, room temperature operation feasibility with a continuous laser beam and 

the easiness in optimizing conditions by modifying the nature of the gas and its 

pressure. On the other hand, the laser-ablation technique is only favorable for the 

growth of SWCNTs (MWCNT growth is not possible). Also, this technique is only 

suitable for lab-scale operations. Scale up is not feasible since a laser is required and 

capital costs will become too high. 

Figure 4 Laser – ablation apparatus (adapted from Guo et al.(1995)) 
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2.2.3. Catalytic methods 
 
The concept of decomposing hydrocarbons over a catalyst, referred to as chemical 

vapour decomposition (CVD) and CVD has been used for many years to produce 

carbon fibres. In 1989, Baker studied the catalytic growth of carbon filaments and at 

same year Tibbetts gave a prospectus on vapour-grown carbon fibres. CVD was first 

used in1993 by Yacaman et al. and in 1994 by Ivanov et al. and Amelinckx et al. to 

produce MWCNTs. 

 

The CVD technique involves the decomposition of a hydrocarbon in the presence of 

a catalyst. Typical hydrocarbons are ethylene or acetylene, which are decomposed in 

a tube reactor at temperatures ranging from 550 to750°C (Baddour and Breiens, 2005 

cited in Popov, 2004). Figure 5 illustrates a classic CVD system. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The hydrocarbon enters the reactor with an inert gas at high temperature. As the 

hydrocarbon decomposes, carbon deposits onto the catalyst, which is supported by a 

material such as alumina. The most common catalysts used for CVD are iron, nickel 

or cobalt. Carbon has a low solubility in these metals at high temperatures and thus 

the carbon will precipitate to form nanotubes (Baddour and Breiens, 2005 cited in 

Dresselhaus et al., 2001). 
 
There are two general growth modes for carbon nanotubes (illustrated in Figure 6). 

The nanotubes can follow a base growth mode (A) or tip growth mode (B). It must be 

noted that tube formation is favored over other forms of carbon since a tube requires 

the lowest amount of energy to form (Baddour and Breiens, 2005 cited in 

Dresselhaus et al., 2001). 

Figure 5 Laser – Classic reactor schematic 
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The CVD method of synthesizing CNTs has the greatest potential of all the methods 

discussed. As seen from various studies, CNTs of high yield and purity, well aligned, 

and/or on a large scale is possible. With respect to the fixed bed method, different 

nanotubes (SWCNTs or MWCNTs) can be produced with different substrates. It has 

been found that the substrate/CNT surface interactions govern the alignment and type 

of CNT produced (Baddour and Breiens, 2005 cited in Li et al., 1996; Kong et al., 

1998; Fan et al., 2000). With respect to the fluidized bed method, it is simple, 

inexpensive, and is ideal for large scale production. MWCNTs are typically produced 

by this method. The fluidized bed technique provides a large effective surface area 

and a large amount of space for CNT growth (Baddour and Breiens, 2005 cited in 

Wang et al., 2002). Additionally, it is well known that fluidized beds provide 

excellent temperature uniformity due to good mixing. 

 

2.3. Catalyst  
 

Chemical Vapor Deposition has become the most important commercial approach for 

manufacturing carbon nanotubes.  CVD is known as irreversible deposition of a solid 

from a gas or a mixture of gases through a heterogeneous chemical reaction. This 

reaction takes place at the interface of gas-solid substrate, and depending on the 

deposition conditions, the growth process can be controlled either by diffusion or by 

surface kinetics. CVD is the preferred technique for fabrication of thin layers of 

metals, insulators and semiconductors on different substrates. This method can be 

Figure 6 General growth model  (adapted from 
Dresslhaus et al.(2001)) 
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easily scaled up to industrial production. CVD is a continuous process and currently is 

the best-known technique for high yield, and low impurity production of CNT at 

moderate temperatures. It offers better growth control because of the equilibrium 

nature of the chemical reactions involved. In addition, CVD has the capability to 

control the size, shape and alignment of the nanotubes through a carefully designed 

patterning of the catalysts on the substrate s surface. CVD of CNT uses carbon 

precursor gases such as methane, ethylene acetylene, benzene, carbon monoxide or 

ethanol. The process usually involves high temperature decomposition of 

hydrocarbons in hydrogen over the catalyst, which is pre-deposited on the solid 

substrate.  

 

2.3.1. Catalyst metals 
 

Transition metals such as Fe, Co, and Ni are frequently used as catalysts. In addition 

to these catalysts, other metals such as: Sc, Ti, V, Cr, Mn, Y, Zr, Nb, Mo, Hf, Ta, W, 

Re or a combination of them are also included into the family of catalysts for CNT 

growth. The metal catalyst can stay on top of CNT forming a cap encapsulating the 

CNT. In some cases, it remains at the bottom of the CNT, which may promote a 

bamboo-shaped morphology. The growth mechanism postulates that carbon atoms 

from the gas phase are transported through the melted carbon-catalyst solution to the 

growth surface of the CNT. This process is based on the Vapor-Liquid-Solid (VLS) 

mechanism. The selection and preparation of the substrate and catalyst are important 

aspects affecting the nanotube yield, and the ability to purify the product of the 

synthesis.  

 

Nickel is the most active catalyst for decomposition of hydrocarbons including 

methane. However, nickel particles larger than 100 nm in size are incapable of 

producing filaments but covered by a crust which isolates them from the reaction 

medium. For this reason unsupported nickel powder, liable to strong sintering in 

hydrocarbon media, cannot produce carbon filaments. Although the process of 

methane cracking does not need fine catalyst particles, the use of supported catalysts 

necessary. Cobalt is an inappropriate catalyst for methane decomposition due to its 

lower activity, and, in addition, the high price and toxicity. Incontrast, iron-based 
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catalysts, which are inexpensive, non-toxic and resistant to high temperatures, 

areattractive for the process. Moreover, carbon deposits synthesized with iron 

catalysts contain thin-wall nanotubes in large amount, which are the most valuable 

product among carbon nanofibers. 

The CVD synthesis of CNT can be divided into two major groups.:-  They are bulk 

synthesis and surface synthesis on flat substrates . Frequently used substrates for bulk 

synthesis are ceramic particles such as magnesium oxide (MgO),  aluminum  oxide 

(Al2O3) and in some cases mixed with SiO2 to form hybrid materials for bulk 

synthesis  

 

Surface synthesis of SWNT requires flat  substrates  such  as  polished  or  porous  Si  

wafers, patterned with metal catalysts by  various lithographic techniques.  Glass, 

ceramic or metal wafers are also employed for surface synthesis. An advantage of this 

technique is that the final CNT product is much cleaner than the one grown by bulk 

synthesis. In addition, the surface synthesis provides better control of the diameter and 

the alignment  of  the carbon  nanotubes which  makes  it  attractive  for  device  

fabrication.  The size and the pattern of the metal-catalyst islands on the Si substrate 

predetermine their orientation, geometric dimensions and selective growth.  

2.3.2. Mechanisms of methane decomposition in the presence of carbon 
dioxide  

 
It is generally believed that carbon nanotubes are formed by the dissociation of 

methane on Ni metal surface, dissolution of the surface carbon into the nickel 

particles, and diffusion through the Ni metal particles followed by depositions of the 

graphite sheets on the rear side of the nickel particles (Yoshiyuki, et al, 2005 cited in 

Baker, et al, 1972).  

 

According to the mechanism proposed by Yoshiyuki (2005) for the deactivation of 

catalyst as shown in Figure 7, part of the carbon atoms stays on the nickel surface 

gradually developing graphite sheets on the front side of this surface. In this 

decomposition of pure methane, the rate of carbon formation is decreased by gradual 

development of graphite sheets on the nickel particle. At a certain carbon yield the 

catalyst will be completely covered with the graphite sheet which will lead to rapid 

deactivation of the catalyst.   
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The decomposition of methane results in the formation of at least three kinds of 

surface carbon species on supported nickel catalyst. The distribution and features of 

these carbonaceous species depend sensitively on the nature of the catalyst transition 

metals used and the conditions of methane adsorption. Carbidic  Cα, carbonaceous Cβ 

and carbidic clusters Cγ   surface carbon species formed by decomposition of  

methane  had shown different surface mobility, thermal stability and reactivity (Ling 

Qian and Zi-Feng Yan, 2002). Cα and Cβ species on the nickel surface are thermally 

unstable and can be rapidly converted into Cγ species upon the increasing 

temperature.  The carbidic  Cα  carbon is a very active and important intermediate in 

the carbon dioxide reforming with methane (Ling Qian and Zi-Feng Yan, 2002).  

When the catalyst was exposed to methane at 973K the carbidic Cα species was 

completely converted into Cβ or Cγ species. 

 

According to Qian and Yan (2002) when the catalyst was exposed to methane and 

CO2 gas mixture the partially dehydrogenated Cβ species can react with H2 or CO2 to 

form CH4 or CO. They have also found that the less active carbidic clusters Cγ 

species can not react with H2 or CO2, but are able to react with O2 at high 

temperatures. The possible interaction mechanism they have put forward for carbon 

dioxide reforming with methane is that methane is firstly decomposed into hydrogen 

and different surface carbon species, and then the absorbed CO2 on to the catalyst 

reacts with surface carbons to form CO. 

 

Figure 7 Schematic Representations of the Deactivation of 
Ni catalysts during Methane Decompositions 
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2.3.3. Process parameters analysis  
 

Non-oxidative conversion is characterized by greater variety of possible carbon-

containing products and even one monometallic catalyst can give different results 

depending on the applied support and the method of preparation as shown in Table 1 

by the example of Ni-based catalysts. 

Table 1  Comparison of some Ni-based catalysts of non-oxidative conversion of methane into 
carbon nanotubes 

 

Influence of the catalyst structure in non-oxidative conversion of methane was 

investigated in a number of works where the systems containing Ni, Cu, Co, Fe, etc. 

were used as catalysts. The general attention in these works is paid to the catalyst 

modification, which is undertaken in order to increase activity and the catalyst 

service time. For example, Avdeeva et al. (2002) showed that the use of the catalysts 

containing both Ni and Fe led to insignificant loss of the catalytic activity in 

Catalyst Preparation 

method 

Conversion 

temperature 

(oC) 

Carbon 

yield 

Reference  

NiO–CuO 

 

Mechano-

chemical 

570 – 600 150-314 

gc/gcat 

Chenokow vv 

(1997) 

Ni-cont Impregnation 550 130–140 

gc/gcat  

Kuvshinov GG 

(1998) 

Ni/SiO2 Impregnation 550 300–385 

gc/gcat  

Ermakova MA 

(1999) 

Ni/SiO2 Impregnation 500 559 gc/gcat  Tekenaka.S(2001) 

& (2003) 

Ni/TiO2 Impregnation 500 973 gc/gcat  Tekenaka.S(2001) 

& (2003) 

Pd-Ni/TiO2 Impregnation 550 – 600 1170 

gc/gcat  

Tekenaka.S(2001) 

& (2003) 

Ni-Cu/Al2O3 Co- 

Precipitations 

625 – 675 525 gc/gcat  Reshetenko TV 

(2003)  
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comparison with Ni-containing catalyst, but to the significant increase of the catalyst 

life-time. 

Thus Ni and Fe can be considered as a model of competing active components of a 

bimetallic catalyst because, despite having certain similarity they, however, represent 

different catalytic properties in the formation of carbon deposits. Another important 

consideration is that both Ni and Fe serve as basic components of so many 

construction alloys that are used for chemical reactors. 

Shown in a number of works M.A Ermakova (2002) is the optimal temperature of 

CNT synthesis on iron-containing catalysts being about (650–800)0C. Authors show 

that the increase of the temperature above 800 0C leads to the decrease of the yield of 

CNT and formation of CNT with surface defects. 

Kouta Asai  (2008) found the relationship between the temperature and carbon yield 

through his research as weight gain in carbon formation on 10 wt% Ni/Al2O3. The results 

are shown in the following Table 2 given below. 

Table 2 Carbon yield and Rate of Carbon Formation by Methane Decomposition at Various 
Temperatures 

Reaction 

temperature 

(0C) 

Carbon 

yield   

(g/g-cat) 

Rate of Carbon 

formation 

(mg/s/g-cat) 

450 9.2 0.61 

500 10.7 1.5 

550 12.2 3.3 

600 10.7 9.77 

650 9.03 10.7 

680 6.42 11.6 

700 2.46 9.40 

720 0.14 3.00 

740 0.07 1.71 

750 0.04 - 
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The highest carbon yield was observed at 5500C (12.2g/g cat) which was quite high 

as compared with those of Ni Catalysts reported previously by Ermakova MA 

(1999). This result confirms the importance of the morphology of the catalyst support 

on the carbon yield. The carbon yields gradually decrease with the reaction 

temperatures above 5500C, and abruptly decrease above 7000C.  

At temperature higher than 6800C, a slow weight increase was continued after the 

initial rapid weight increase. The increase resulted from thermal decomposition of 

methane in the gas phase, whereas the initial rapid increase was promptly deactivated 

at 7500C after only small weight gain due to carbon deposition, although  slow 

weight gain continue due to pyrolysis. 
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3. DEVELOPMENT OF THE PROCESS TO SYNTHESIZE CNT 
FROM BIOGAS  

 

This chapter describes the experimental methods that are used in the catalyst 

preparation and reactor design for the research work and the trial run of CNT 

formation experiment. 

3.1. Catalyst Preparation 
 

The Nickel as catalyst material and SiO2 as support material was selected for this 

reaction.  Availability of material to prepare Ni/SiO2 in the Sri Lankan market is 

higher than other support material such as Al2O3, TiO2, and ZrO2. Also, Ni/ SiO2 

catalyst can be prepared by using Sol – Gel method and for this method high 

technology equipment is not necessary as in the case of impregnation method.  

 

A nickel precursor was prepared by hydrolysis of the ammonia complex produced by 

dissolving nickel nitrate in aqueous ammonia solution (Ermakova, 2002). The 

precipitate was filtered out and washed with water in order to remove ammonium 

nitrate. The specific surface area of the prepared hydroxide Ni(OH)2 was 460 m2/g 

after drying in air at 110 0C. Non-stoichiometric nickel oxide is prepared by calcining 

nickel hydroxide in flowing air at 250 0C. There by, the specific surface area of the 

oxide could be further reduced. Next, the texture of this nickel oxide was varied by 

calcination at 350, 450 and 700 ◦C, thus the moisture capacity of nickel oxides was 

from 6 to 0.8 ml/g.  

 

To prepare 90% Ni–10% SiO2 systems, the samples of nickel oxide was modified 

with silica by mixing them with alcosol containing silica in certain amount 10%. The 

Alcosol was prepared by mixing 50 ml of Tetra Ethyl Ortho Silicate (TEOS), 40 ml 

of ethanol, 2ml of water and 0.5 ml of 40% HCl. The content of silica in the alcosol 

is 0.147 g per 1ml, and could be varied by dilution with ethanol.  

 

The mixture of NiO and alcosol was dried in flowing air at room temperature. Then 

the temperature was elevated to 150 ◦C and the sample was allowed to stand at this 

temperature for an hour.  
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The following Figures 8, 9, 10, 11, 12 and 13 show the prepared catalyst stages at 

various temperatures of the process.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 9  Sample after Drying at 110 0 C Figure 8  Sample after Dry Calcining at 
2500C 

Figure 10  Sample after Dry Calcining 
at 3500C 

Figure 11  Sample after Dry Calcining 
at 4500C 

Figure 12 Sample after Dry Calcining 
at 7000C Figure 13  when Final sample 

elevated to 1500C from room 
temperature 
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3.2. Reactor Design 
 

3.2.1. Material selection 
 

The reactor was designed and fabricated in the work shop using available reactor 

fabricating material in Sri Lankan market. Stainless steel was used as the main 

material to fabricate cylinder vessel, inlet and outlet tubes and inside holder. Mild 

steel was used to make support legs.  

 

According the size requirement stainless steel tube was selected for the cylinder part 

of the reactor and the fitting top cap cut with the lathe machine and was welded 

permanently using an arc discharge. A slightly thicker bottom cap was prepared with 

the fitting thread and fitted to the bottom of the cylinder. A Catalyst holder was made 

from stainless steel rod and placed inside the cylinder. The design parameters are as 

follows: 

Internal pressure – 1.55 Kg/cm2 ( 1.5 atm) 

Design pressure – 2.07 Kg/ cm2 (2 atm) 

Material – stainless steel (ASTM / ASME SA 312 GR. TP 316L) 

Outside diameter – 0.051 m 

Allowable stress – 8.8 ksi  

To find the allowable stress of the cylinder 
(http://www.stealth316.com/misc/stainless_steel/stainless-steel_pressure-ratings.pdf)  

SE
PDt
2

=  

t-   Pressure design thickness 

P-  Internal Design Pressure (22.04 pounds per square inch = 0.022 in ksi and 
1ksi = 1,000 psi / psi = Pounds Pressure per Square Inch) 

D-  Outside Diameter (0.051 m = 2.008 inch) 

S-  Stress Value for material (ASTM A312 TP 316L operating at 550 0C for 
which S = 8.8 ksi –  Appendix I)   

E- Quality Factor (according to manufacturing specification for ASTM A312 TP 
316L Seamless for which E = 1.0) 

http://www.stealth316.com/misc/stainless_steel/stainless-steel_pressure-ratings.pdf
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Based on above equation 
18.8
008.222.0

X
Xt =  = 0.05 inch (1.2 mm) 

Nominal Bore Schedule 10S1 has an outside diameter and need not put these values 

in inches. If the wall thickness calculation leads to a heavier wall than what is 

available in the market then the pipe diameter must be increased (See Appendix 3). 

Depending upon the design of the system this may also reduce the pressure. 

The minimum required wall thickness tm or straight sections of pipe were determined 

in accordance with the following equation:  

(http://www.stealth316.com/misc/stainless_steel/stainless-steel_pressure-ratings.pdf) 

tm = t + c 

Where, 

tm = Minimum required thickness. including mechanical, corrosion and erosion 

allowances. 

c= The sum of the mechanical allowances (thread or groove depth) plus corrosion 

and erosion allowances. For threaded components, the nominal thread depth 

(dimension h of ASME B1.20.1 or equivalent ) shall apply. For machine surfaces or 

grooves where the tolerence shall be assumed to be 0.5 mm in addition to the 

specified depth of the cut.  

The actual minimum thickness for the pipe selected considering manufacturer’s 

tolerence,.  

   tm = t + c = 1.2 + 20%*1.2 = 1.5 mm 

 

3.2.2. Support design 
 

This model was fabricated and set up only for experimental purpose. Therefore, the 

vessel support design was done based on the required scale that is approximately 

0.03 m height from bottom of the cylinder. The support legs were welded to the 

cylinder permanently.  

 

http://www.stealth316.com/misc/stainless_steel/stainless-steel_pressure-ratings.pdf
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3.3. Process Instrument Diagram 
  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 15 Process Instruments Diagram  

The purpose of this control system is to ensure the chemical solution inside the 

reactor vessel is maintained at a constant temperature. A heater band is transferring 

heat to the reactor. The control system maintains a constant temperature by 

Figure 14   (a) Mechanical Drawing of Reactor, (b) Mechanical Drawing of 
Catalyst Holder and (c) Fabricated Reactor 

a 

b 

c 
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P-3

Catalyst Holder

TT

TIC

Relay
Temperature 

Indicating 
Controller

Gas In

Gas Out

Thermo Couple

Inverter

Heating 
Element

V-1

E-2

P-2

V-2

Reactor

Catalyst Holder
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measuring the temperature of the reactor l, and power is supplied through the inverter 

to maintain the constant temperature.  

The power is supplied to the relay and it is connected to the temperature controller. It 

is then transmitted through the inverter and supplied to the heating element.  

The temperature transmitter (Thermo Couple), located near the top of the vessel 

senses the temperature. It is connected to the temperature indicating controller (TIC). 

The transmitter reports the process variable that is the reactor temperature to the 

controller using digital bits of information.  

3.3.1. Heating elements design 
 

To perform as a heating element a tape is used which have a resistance to flow of 

electricity. This resistance converts the electrical energy into heat which is related to 

the electrical resistivity of the metal. The electrical resistivity of a metal is defined 

based on the resistance of a unit length of unit cross-sectional area. The linear 

resistance of a length of tape or wire may be calculated from its electrical resistivity. 

To calculate the tape size and length required for a 1500 W/220 V mica-wound 

element in a band heater, operating at a maximum temperature of 600oC, the total 

resistance of the element at operating temperature (R(t)) will be: 

Ω=== 27.35
1500
23022

)( W
VR t  

With very few exceptions the resistance of a metal will change with temperature, 

which must be allowed for when designing an element. As the resistance of an 

element is calculated at operating temperature, the resistance of the element at room 

temperature must be found. To obtain the elements resistance at room temperature, 

divide the resistance at operating temperature by the temperature resistance factor 

shown below: 

F
R

Rt =  
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Where: 

F = Temperature-Resistance Factor 

R = Element resistance at 20oC (Ohms) 

Using RW80 Nickel-Chrome Resistance band, the Temperature Resistance Factor 

(F) (see appendix I) at 600oC is 1.068.  Thus, the total resistance of the element at 

20oC (R) will be: 

Ω=== 7.37068.1*27.35* FRR t  

Knowing the dimensions of the mica-board, the length of the tape that may be wound 

round could be estimated.  Thus, the resistance required per metre of tape considering 

a length of tape of 7 m will be: 

m
L
R /4.5

7
7.37

Ω==
  
 

A tape size of 2.0 mm x 0.1 mm has a resistance per metre of 5.46 ohms/m 
(Appendix I) which is near to 5.4 ohms/m. 

 

To verify the actual tape length (L), mL 9.6
46.5
7.37
==  

A change in tape length may mean adding or subtracting turns (altering the pitch of 

the tape) to achieve the total resistance value required. 

To verify the surface area loading (S): 

2/18.5
20*)1.00.2(*9.6

1500
20*)(*

cmW
tbL

WS =
+

=
+

=  

Where, 

W – Supplied Power b – Width of band and t – Thickness of the band 

Based on the above equation cross sectional area is calculated for selected tape with 

the following data. 

 Width 2 mm 
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 Thickness 0.1 mm 

 Voltage - 230VSurface load - max 5.18W/cm2  

 Sheath - steel Cr-Ni (AISI 321), brass 

An important characteristic of these electrical resistant alloys is their resistance to 

heat and corrosion, which is due to the formation of oxide surface layers that retard 

further reaction with the oxygen in air. When selecting the alloy operating 

temperature, the material and atmosphere with which it comes into contact must be 

considered.  

3.3.2. Selection of thermocouple 
 

A thermocouple at a distance of 3 meter (sensor working area) was used to measure 

the temperature of this system. It consists of two dissimilar metals, joined together at 

one end. When the junction of the two metals is heated or cooled a voltage is 

produced that can be correlated back to the temperature. The thermocouple alloys are 

commonly available as wire.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Type J (iron–constantan) is selected for the experimental work due to the reason of 

range of temperature (−40 to +750 °C), but higher sensitivity of about 55 µV/°C. The 

Figure 16 Thermocouple measuring circuit 
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Curie point of the iron which is 770 °C causes an abrupt change in the characteristic, 

which determines the upper temperature limit. 

3.3.3. Temperature controller and Inverter 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

To accurately control process temperature without extensive operator involvement, a 

temperature control system relying upon a controller, which accepts a temperature 

sensation measurement from a sensor that is a thermocouple, is used. It compares the 

actual temperature to the desired control temperature and provides an output to a 

control element.  

To ensure reliable control, the controller needs to know several factors. They are the 

true temperature, to what the controller will be connected, will the heater needs on 

off switch and how much current (in amps) will the heater use. If a large heater is 

required there may be the need for a solid stare relay or contactor. Alternatively the 

heat may be supplied via a control valve as in steam systems.  

The maximum temperature of 5500C is needed in the reactor for the reaction to 

occur. Further this temperature should be maintained at a constant value for one hour. 

The temperature of the gas supply line to the reactor also must be kept at this 

temperature at all times until the reaction is over. Further a transmitter power supply 

is used to power a 4–20mA sensor. This power supply is used to supply 24VDC 

power at a maximum of 40mA.  

Among the typical standardized thermocouple types include J, K, T, R, S, B and L. 

The type J is selected based on the above requirements and J type  (AD 596) will 

amplify thermocouple signals covering the entire -2000C to +7600C temperature 

Figure 17  Thermo Couple and Temperature Controller 
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range.  The properties of J type controller was satisfied the requirement of required 

thermocouple to conduct the experiment.  

First a trail was done to check maximum temperatures that can be attained without a 

reaction sample in the reactor. In this trial 3750C was taken as the reading of the 

maximum temperature. The trial set up is shown in Figure 18.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The reactor was insulated with the fiberglass insulation material which can withstand 

temperatures up to 1200 0 C to reduce the heat loss to the outside environment 

(Figure 19). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 18  First tail for maximum temperature of heating element 

Figure 19  Insulated Reactor  
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An Inverter was used to enhance the function and life time of heating elements by 

controlling the power of heaters and increasing the heat spread time.  The heat loss 

was reduced while supplying high power to the reactor by using an inverter. This 

apparatus with the inverter is able to obtain the desired design temperate within a 

reasonable period of time with a low power supply. Standard 555 IC timer was used 

to make the Inverter (Figure 20).   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The timer standard 555 astable circuit produces a 'square wave’; this is a digital 

waveform with sharp transitions between low (0V) and high (+Vs). For a standard 

555/556 astable circuit the mark time (Tm) must be greater than the space time (Ts), 

so the duty cycle must be at least 50%.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 20  Components of Inverter 

Figure 21 555 astable circuit 
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Mark time (output high): Tm = 0.7 × R1 × C1    

Space time (output low): Ts  = 0.7 × R2 × C1    

Duty cycle  = Tm/( Tm+ Ts ) 

R1 = resistance in ohms ( )  

R2 = resistance in ohms ( )  

C1 = capacitance in farads (F) 

Final power of heater = original power of heater * Duty cycle 

Therefore according to the above the power consumption in the reactor was 

minimized to half and life time of the heater is increased by the function of inverter.  

 

3.4. Experiments with Biogas 
 

 

Figure 22 Experimental Setup (a) Gas Cylinders (b) Reactor 

Argon and biogas cylinders were connected to the reactor. Flashback arrestors and 

non return valves were fixed near to the cylinders valve to stop the flame from 

burning back up to the cylinders and prevent explosions and damage.  

A 2.54g sample of the catalyst material was kept in the holder and holder was fixed 

to the cylinder for the trial run for the synthesis of carbon nanotubes from biogas. 

Then, the argon gas was sent in to the reactor and an inert environment inside the 

a b 
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reactor cylinder was obtained. The reactor was heated up to 550 0C and at this 

temperature the biogas was sent in to the reactor for one hour.  

At the end of one hour the gas supply was stopped and the reactor was allowed to 

cool down to the room temperature.  The reaction product sample is taken out of the 

reactor at room temperature. This sample was checked for the morphologies of the 

carbon thus deposited by the biogas, using Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM).  
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4. OBSERVARION AND RESULTS 
 

In the present study, SiO2 supported Ni catalyst was used for the CVD growth of 

carbon nanotubes, as it was an effective catalyst for the growth of SWNTs with 

methane CVD process. The temperature windows for the growth of CNTs with this 

kind of catalyst were in the range of 600-1000 0C (Ermakov, et.al 2002). Carbon 

nanotube products can be directly characterized with SEM which gives the 

morphology of tubes.  

 

 

The SEM images were taken by Hitachi SU6600 Analytical Variable Pressure FE-

SEM. Hitachi SU 6600 is a versatile SEM allowing observation of a wide range of 

materials at high resolution. It utilizes advanced Variable Pressure (VP) technology 

and an improved Schottky field emission electron source that provides exceptional 

imaging characteristics and high probe current with great stability. 

 

The SEM images of the sample produced in argon atmosphere with reactor 

temperature at 550 0C are shown in Figure 23. Although carbon nanotubes were not 

found in the above sample an indication of initial formation of CNTs is identified. 

Therefore it is understood that continuation of testing experiments with some 

modification of  processes parameters is necessary to promote CNTs formation.   

 

Figure 23 SEM image of carbon deposited on SiO2 and Ni sample at 550 0C 
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The factors which are influencing on the above reactions are feed gas flow rate, 

catalyst material, catalyst support material, temperature of the catalyst reaction, 

morphology of the catalyst support material and partial pressure of the reaction gas. 

It is generally accepted that in the methane decomposition on Ni catalysts, carbon 

nanotubes are formed by the dissociation of methane on the Ni metal surface, 

dissolution of the surface carbon into the Ni particles and diffusion of carbon through 

the Ni metal particle followed by deposition of carbon graphite layers on the rear side 

of the Ni particle (Baker, 1972). 

The effect of partial pressure of carbon dioxide in the reaction gas, mixtures of 

methane with various ratios were studied by Akinori nakayama ( 2005). According to 

their study the rate of carbon formation decreased with lower partial pressure of 

methane and highest carbon yield had been identified by the 3:1 mixture of methane 

and carbon dioxide. Based on Nakayama’s study result biogas was selected as the 

raw material for this study.  Biogas is a mixture of gases that is composed CH4( 40-

70 vol.%) , CO2 (30-60 vol.% ) and other gases (1-5 vol.% ) including H2 (0-1 vol.%) 

and  H2S (0-3 vol.%). The biogas which has been used in this experiment is produced 

locally and consists CH4: 60 vol. % and CO2 40 vol.%. It is assumed that H2S in the 

biogas is negligible.  

In this work research for developing process to synthesize carbon nanotubes using 

biogas has been carried out using the catalysts with nickel particles strongly anchored 

on the support surface to prevent expulsion of the nickel particles from the support. It 

is recognized that the present work aimed at synthesis CNTs should be continued 

with modification to the process parameters.   
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5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE DIRECTION 
 

In this final chapter, I will conclude by describing the progress made towards this 

goal in terms of my design and experimental work. I will also suggest some future 

research directions that could provide the next steps along the path to synthesis 

carbon nanotubes from biogas practically.   

 

Nanosciences and nanotechnologies are new approaches to research and development 

(R&D) that aim to control the fundamental structure and behaviour of matter at the 

level of atoms and molecules. These fields open up the possibility of understanding 

new phenomena and producing new properties that can be utilised at the micro- and 

macro-scale. Applications of nanotechnology re emerging and will impact on the life 

of every citizen. 

 

5.1. Conclusion 
 

The research focuses on the development of a process to synthesize carbon nanotubes 

from biogas. The Ni/SiO2 Catalyst prepared by a simple process method. The 

designed and fabricated reactor used for methane decomposition on the above 

prepared catalyst. The analysis of the decomposed methane sample shows an 

indication of formation of carbon nanotubes. 

 

In the design of reactor, Inverter is used to obtain the desired design temperature 

within a reasonable period with low power supply. This inverter enhance the function 

and life time of heating elements by controlling the power of heaters and increasing 

the heat spread time..  

 

5.2. Future Work 
 

A number of open problems must be solved to allow the development of a process 

method to synthesis CNTs with long life of catalyst in the cheapest method. These 

problems suggest a variety of research directions that need to be pursued to make this 

process feasible. 
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One such direction would be to continue the same experiments with the same feed 

gas flow for more than three hours at 550 0C and do the sample testing. The feed gas 

was supplied for one hour in current experimental work.  

 

Another possibility would be to prepare different material of catalyst and support 

produced by different techniques and using them to synthesis CNTs from biogas at 

600 – 800 0 C temperatures.  This catalysts and support material is given in Table 1, 

comparison of some Ni-based catalysts of non-oxidative conversion of methane into 

carbon nanotubes.  The aim would be to find a suitable catalyst, reaction temperature 

and support material for the CNTs synthesis from biogas.  
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Appendix – A  RW 80 Nickel-Chrome Resistance Band 
 

 

Source : http://www.alloywire.com/products_RW80.html 
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Appendix – B  Resistance Wire  - Stock Sizes – tape Sizes (mm) 
 

Source: http://www.alloywire.com/stock_sizes_tape_mm.h
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Appendix – C 
Reactor  Design 

 

 

(All Dimension 
in cm) 


